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ATHENA | Tote in TAN

LAPPELLA - A SPECTRUM OF COLOUR

Welcome to the brand new Lappella Autumn Winter 
2022-23 Catalogue. 

The spring summer colours proved to be extremely 
popular, so we have added stunning new colours for 
this season. A lovely smoke grey has been introduced, 
a gorgeous black and brown snake and an eye-catching 
metallic silver.

Crossbody bags continue to sell well and therefore the 
colour options available in these bags have extended to 
include all new colour options. 

Athena is our standout design from the new Autumn 
Winter Collection. A stylish spacious bag that is great for 
carrying all your essentials throughout a busy day.

We listen to our customers’ requests, ensuring that 
we continue to offer the best styling and quality at an 
affordable price.

Lappella goes from strength to strength and I would like 
to take this opportunity to thank all our customers who 
have purchased Lappella bags. 

To become a stockist, place an order or make an enquiry 
please click here:

We hope you enjoy the new collection. 

PAUL YATES
Founder

CONTACT

Some of the NEW colours for 2022 - 23
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1. CLASSIC COMMERCIAL BUT 
FASHIONABLE DESIGNS

2. LUXURY QUALITY MANUFACTURING

3. SMOOTH BUTTER SOFT LEATHERS
All our leathers are the best quality ultra-soft 
Valentino cow hide leathers except for the purses 
which are made from butter soft Petra leather and the 
belts which are produced from high quality cowhide.

4. A FANTASTIC RANGE OF BEAUTIFUL COLOURS 
TO CHOOSE FROM

5. THE FINEST QUALITY FITTINGS
Brushed gold fittings are used with tan, brown, camel 
and gold leathers. All other fittings are high shine silver. 
Our handbags have sturdy locks and magnetic 
catches. All our D and O rings are made to last. 
Belts have durable chunky buckles, gilt on brown and 
animal prints and nickel on all other belts.

6. HARD WEARING LININGS
All linings are a heavyweight cotton. We use a tan 
striped lining with tan, brown, camel and gold leathers. 
All other leathers have a dark grey striped lining.

7. HIGH STREET PRICES
Affordable bags starting £39                   
The majority of Lappella bags retail under £100.

8. FRIENDLY SERVICE
We are always here to help you enjoy working 
with Lappella.

9. ALL PRODUCTS COME WITH A LAPPELLA DUST 
BAG

WHY LAPPELLA?

DUST BAG

LUXURY QUALITY MANUFACTURING

THE FINEST QUALITY FITTINGS

SMOOTH BUTTER SOFT LEATHERS

HARD WEARING LININGS
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HANDBAGS
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Dimensions

H 20 x W 12 x D 25 cm

Material

Ultra-soft top grain Valentino leather 

Details

- Capacity for large phone sizes
- Long Adjustable cross body strap
- Multiple internal credit card pockets
- Secure zip top 
- Plenty of room for money, lipstick etc. 

Camel

MIA  

A mobile phone crossbody bag available in ten colours with 
a secure top zip for safety. Has the capacity to cope with 
any phone size with lots of credit card pockets and internal 
capacity for keys and cash plus a handy pocket on the back for 
travel cards or the phone’s power bank.

Crossbody 
Phone Case

Tan Pearl

 RRP  £39

MIA | Small Crossbody in CAMEL

Mint  
Green

Morning  
Blue

Black Gold

NavyBlush Silver

Smoke 
Grey

NEW
Black 
Croc

NEW

Black 
Snake

NEW
Brown 
Snake

NEW

NEW 
AW 22 / 23 
COLOURS
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Smoke 
Grey

Dimensions

H 14 x W 20 x D 4 cm

Material

Ultra-soft top grain Valentino leather 

Details

- Flap-over closure with magnetic fastening
- Long removable adjustable crossbody strap
- Zip pocket on reverse

SOFIA  

A small crossbody bag with the capacity to carry all essential 
items is now available in ten colours. It has a secure flap 
over closure with easy magnetic fastening, a long adjustable 
crossbody strap and a zip pocket on the reverse.

Small Crossbody

SOFIA | Small Crossbody in BLUSH

RRP  £45

Camel Tan Pearl

Mint  
Green

Morning  
Blue

Black Gold

NavyBlush Silver

NEW

NEW 
AW 22 / 23 
COLOURS
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Dimensions

H 14 x W 24 x D 7 cm

Material

Ultra-soft top grain Valentino leather 

Details

- Long adjustable crossbody strap
- Front pocket secured by magnet fastening
- Secure zip-top fastening
- Internal zip pocket and full length slip pocket

Black  
Croc

AMY  

A small to medium cross body bag secured by a zip now 
available in eight colours. The front pocket has an easy to 
access magnet fastening and the interior has a zip pocket and  
a full length slip pocket.

Small Crossbody

AMY | Small Crossbody in BLACK SNAKE 

RRP  £59

Camel Pearl

Morning  
Blue

Black

Smoke 
Grey

Black 
Snake

Navy

Blush

NEW NEW

NEW 
AW 22 / 23 
COLOURS
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DAISY         

A medium sized crossbody bag with a lot of space and a design 
that lies flat on your body. Opens with a zip at the top of the bag 
and has a secure concealed magnet to close the front pocket. 
Inside the bag has two slip pockets and an internal pocket. 
On the back there is a zipped pocket for easy to grab items. 
Available in seven classic colour combinations.

Navy / Tan

Tan

Navy / Oxblood

Tan / Black

Black / Tan

Black / Red

Dimensions

H 27 x W 26 x D 3 cm

Material

Ultra-soft top grain Valentino leather 

Details

- Secure zip top fastening
- Secure front pocket
- Long adjustable crossbody strap
- Internal zip pocket and two slip pockets
- Back zipped pocket
- Available in multiple colourways 

Crossbody

DAISY CLASSIC | Crossbody in BLACK / RED

RRP  £65

Black

Navy

CLASSIC

mailto:contact%40lappella.com?subject=
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DAISY     

All the same design features as the Daisy Classic but with a 
stunning leather weave.

Navy Weave

Dimensions

H 27 x W 26 x D 3 cm

Material

Ultra-soft top grain Valentino leather 

Details

- Secure zip top fastening
- Secure front pocket
- Long adjustable crossbody strap
- Internal zip pocket and two slip pockets
- Back zipped pocket

DAISY WEAVE | Crossbody in BLACK 

RRP  £65

Tan Weave

Black Weave

 Crossbody
WEAVE

mailto:contact%40lappella.com?subject=
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Leopard

DAISY       

The Daisy Classic is transformed into a bold statement bag 
with this eye catching silky ‘hair on’ leopard design.

Dimensions

H 27 x W 26 x D 3 cm

Material

Ultra-soft top grain Valentino leather 

Details

- Secure zip top fastening
- Secure front pocket
- Long adjustable crossbody strap
- Internal zip pocket and two slip pockets
- Back zipped pocket

 Crossbody

DAISY ANIMAL | Crossbody in LEOPARD 

RRP  £65

ANIMAL  

mailto:contact%40lappella.com?subject=
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Silver

Pearl

Gold

Camel

Blush

Morning  
Blue

Dimensions

H 20 x W 27 x D 2 cm

Material

Ultra-soft top grain Valentino leather 

Details

- Beautiful soft eye-catching leather
- Removable adjustable crossbody strap
- Detachable wrist strap
- Secure zip top fastening
- Internal pocket and two slip pockets

YASMIN CLASSIC | Crossbody in PEARL

RRP  £79Crossbody
YASMIN   

An easy to wear crossbody bag in the daytime that converts 
into a stunning clutch bag with a detachable wrist strap for an 
evening out. Has a secure zip to fasten at the top and two slip 
pockets and an internet pocket to separate key items.

CLASSIC

Black

Smoke 
Grey

NEW

NEW

NEW 
AW 22 / 23 
COLOURS
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Dimensions

H 20 x W 27 x D 2 cm

Material

Ultra-soft top grain Valentino leather 

Details

- Weave leather on front, smooth leather 
on reverse

- Removable adjustable crossbody strap
- Detachable wrist strap
- Secure zip-top fastening
- Internal zip pocket and two slip pockets

Black

Navy

YASMIN 

All the same design features as the Yasmin Classic but with a 
stunning leather weave.

Tan

YASMIN WEAVE | Crossbody in TAN

RRP  £79

WEAVE
Crossbody

mailto:contact%40lappella.com?subject=
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Cow hair

Dimensions

H 20 x W 27 x D 2 cm

Material

Ultra-soft top grain Valentino leather 

Details

- Removable adjustable crossbody strap
- Detachable wrist strap
- Secure zip-top fastening
- Internal zip pocket and two slip pockets

YASMIN  

The Yasmin Classic is transformed into a bold statement  
bag with this eye catching silky ‘hair on’ leopard and  
cow hair design.

 Crossbody

Leopard

RRP  £79

ANIMAL

NEW 
AW 22 / 23 
COLOURS

Black 
Snake

Brown 
Snake

NEWNEW

YASMIN ANIMAL | Crossbody in BROWN SNAKE

mailto:contact%40lappella.com?subject=
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Dimensions

H 18 x W 28 x D 10 cm

Material

Ultra-soft top grain Valentino leather 

Details

- Secure zip-top fastening
- Long adjustable crossbody strap
- Internal zip pocket and two slip pockets
- Back zipped pocket

HARRIET  

This is a medium casual very comfortable cross body with a 
spacious interior. It secures with a zip at the top and has two 
slip pockets inside and an internal zip pocket. On the back 
there’s another secure zip pocket.

Medium Crossbody

HARRIET | Medium Crossbody in GREY 

Black

Navy Tan

Smoke 
Grey

RRP  £79

NEW 
AW 22 / 23 
COLOUR

NEW

mailto:contact%40lappella.com?subject=
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Dimensions

H 17 x W 22 x D 6.5 cm

Material

Ultra-soft top grain Valentino leather

Details

- Secure zip-top fastening and 
magnetic closure

- Long adjustable crossbody strap
- Leather lined flap
- Internal zip pocket and two slip pockets

Black

Navy

CLEMENTINE  

A shoulder bag that can be used cross body or on one shoulder 
sports a thicker strap for comfort when carrying heavier 
items. Very understated but incredibly classic in appearance 
the Clementine is opened by a leather flap secured by both 
a magnetic clasp and a zip. The flap is leather lined for sleek 
beauty when opening the bag and inside there’s an internal zip 
pocket and two slip pockets. 

Shoulder 
Bag

CLEMENTINE | Shoulder Bag in NAVY

Tan

RRP  £85

mailto:contact%40lappella.com?subject=
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BlackTan

Dimensions

H 15 x W 24 x D 6 cm

Material

Ultra-soft top grain Valentino leather

Details

- On trend design
- Comfortable wide adjustable carrying strap
- Strong magnetic closure
- Lots of space for your essentials
- Inside flap pocket
- Eye catching interior lining

ALICIA  

The Alicia has a very unique woven design that’ll stand out. 
When you open the flap you’ll find a beautiful silver and 
matching lining interior. The flap closes with a strong hidden 
magnet and although this bag is stunning, it’s still really practical 
with lots of space. Available in six colours.

Crossbody

ALICIA | Crossbody Bag in SMOKE GREY

RRP  £89

PearlCamel Blush

Mint  
Green Navy Morning  

Blue

NEW 
AW 22 / 23 
COLOUR

Smoke 
Grey

NEW

NEW

NEW
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Dimensions

H 15 x W 21 x D 8 cm

Material

Butter soft Petra leather and  
mock croc leather

Details

- Flap-over closure with magnetic fastening
- Elegant metal trim 
- Long adjustable crossbody strap
- Internal zip pocket and full slip pocket

PIPPIE  

Pippie has been very popular and is now available in nine 
colours. It has a leather lined flap with a elegant metal trim on 
the front and is secured with a magnetic fastening. Inside Pippie 
has an internal zip pocket and a full slip pocket.

Medium Crossbody

PIPPIE | Medium Crossbody in BLACK CROC 

RRP  £85

Silver Black

Pearl Navy

Black 
Croc

Black  
Snake

Smoke 
Grey

Camel

Blush

Mint 
Green

Morning  
Blue

NEWNEW

NEW 
AW 22 / 23 
COLOURS
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Dimensions

H 18 x W 23 x D 12.5 cm

Material

Ultra-soft top grain Valentino leather 

Details

- Elegant design
- Internal zip pocket and full length slip pocket
- Secure zip top closure
- Zip on reverse

GABRIELLA  

A brand new design for Spring Summer, Gabriella is a small tote 
that is very noticeable due to the twisted highly comfortable 
strap. It closes securely with a zip, has a zip pocket on the 
reverse and is very practical with an internal zip pocket and full 
length slip pocket.

Small Tote

GABRIELLA | Small Tote in MINT GREEN

RRP  £79

Black

Mint  
Green

PearlCamel

Blush

Morning  
Blue

mailto:contact%40lappella.com?subject=
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Morning  
Blue

Dimensions

H 22 x W 28 x D 11 cm

Material

Ultra-soft top grain Valentino leather 

Details

- Elegant design
- Internal zip pocket and full length slip pocket
- Secure zip top closure
- Zip pocket on reverse

SASKIA  

Saskia is a larger version of Gabriella with the same stunning 
twist strap but a much larger capacity.

SASKIA | Large Tote in CAMEL

 RRP  £89Large Tote

Black

PearlCamel

mailto:contact%40lappella.com?subject=
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Navy

Dimensions

H 25 x W 23 x D 12 cm

Material

Ultra-soft top grain Valentino leather 

Details

- Secure zip-top fastening
- Sturdy wide carrying handle
- Handle drop 19 cm
- Additional removable adjustable 

crossbody strap
- 3 interior pockets, 2 secured by magnets, 

1 with zip-top fastening
- Metal studs on base to prolong wear

ALEXA  

Now in seven colours the Alexa bag now has a new tassel on 
the front as a design feature. The Alexa bag can be carried 
using a grab handle or via the cross body strap which is 
detachable and can be stored in the bag. It has three internal 
compartments, metal studs on the base of the bag and a secure 
zip top fastening.

Medium Crossbody

Tan

RRP  £95

ALEXA | Medium Crossbody in MORNING BLUE

Black

Pearl

Camel

BlushMorning  
Blue

Smoke 
Grey

NEW

NEW 
AW 22 / 23 
COLOUR
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Dimensions

H 20 x W 28 x D 11 cm

Material

Ultra-soft top grain Valentino leather 

Details

- Flap over grab bag with leather lined flap 
- Twist lock fastening for added security
- Robust metal furniture
- Internal pocket and two slip pockets
- Additional front pocket
- Zip pocket on reverse
- Removable adjustable cross body strap
- Metal feet on base
- Handle drop 13 cm

KIKI  

Kiki is a new design for Spring Summer in eight colours with  
a stunning bamboo handle that’s very comfortable to hold.  
It’s secured by a leather lined flap with a twist lock fastening for 
added security and beauty. It has a pocket on both the front and 
back of the bag with three internal pockets. If you want to carry 
the bag differently there’s a detachable strap which allows the 
bamboo handle to be seen even when the bag is being carried 
cross body. On the base are metal feet to keep the bag scuff free.

Grab Bag

RRP  £99

KIKI | Grab Bag in CAMEL

Navy 
CrocBlack

Brown 
Snake

Navy

CamelBlush Pearl

NEW

NEW

NEW 
AW 22 / 23 
COLOURS
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Black

Dimensions

H 29 x W 44 x D 13 cm

Material

Ultra-soft top grain Valentino leather 

Details

- Double shoulder straps 
- Handle drop 25 cm
- Zip pocket on reverse
- Secure zip-top fastening
- Internal zip pocket and two slip pockets
- Leather feet on base for prolonged wear

ELEANOR  

The Eleanor is a very roomy bag which will accommodate 
everything for the office or a very successful shopping trip.  
It can be worn over the shoulder and also by its two thick 
leather handles which makes it very comfortable for your  
hand even when the bag is full. The bag itself, although large,  
is surprisingly light and everything can be kept secure with a zip 
top fastening and a zip pocket on the reverse. Inside are three 
pockets, two slip pockets and one internal zip pocket and the 
base of the Eleanor has metal feet to stop scuffing. 

Large Shopper

ELEANOR | Large Shopper in BLACK

RRP  £99

Tan

mailto:contact%40lappella.com?subject=
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Dimensions

H 25 x W 32 x D 14 cm

Material

Ultra-soft top grain Valentino leather 

Details

- Handle drop 11.5 cm
- Additional removable adjustable 

crossbody strap
- Magnetic fastening for security
- Secure zip-top fastening
- Internal central zipped compartment
- Internal zip pocket and two slip pockets
- Metal studs on base to prolong wear

THEA CLASSIC  

The Thea tote is roomy enough to pack everything required for 
business meetings, shopping trips or carry on-board an aircraft 
with all your essentials. It’s designed to be held by the grab 
handles but also has a wide comfortable detachable cross body 
strap included. It’s secured by a zip at the top and a magnetic 
fastening. Inside is a central zipped compartment, an internal 
zip pocket and two slip pockets. Thea has metal feet to stop 
scuffing. Available in four classic colours for all seasons. 

Tote

THEA CLASSIC | Tote in OXBLOOD

Black

Smoke 
Grey

Tan

Navy Oxblood

RRP  £99

NEW

NEW 
AW 22 / 23 
COLOUR
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Black  
Croc

Brown  
Croc

Dimensions

H 25 x W 32 x D 14 cm

Material

Ultra-soft top grain Valentino leather 

Details

- Handle drop 11.5 cm
- Additional removable adjustable 

crossbody strap
- Magnetic fastening for security
- Secure zip-top fastening
- Internal central zipped compartment
- Internal zip pocket and two slip pockets
- Metal studs on base to prolong wear

THEA CROC  

Thea Croc has all the benefits of a Thea Classic but is now in 
four stunning elegant shades of croc.

Tote

THEA CROC | Tote in BLACK CROC

Navy  
Croc

Bordeaux 
Croc

RRP  £99

mailto:contact%40lappella.com?subject=
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ANASTASIA  

Anastasia classic is the plain version of the Anastasia design. 
Available In smooth ultra -soft smooth black or stunning
eye-catching silver.

Dimensions

H 28 x W 28 x D 10 cm

Material

Ultra-soft top grain Valentino leather 

Details

- Weave leather design on front, smooth 
leather on reverse

- Additional long adjustable removable 
crossbody strap

- Handle drop 27 cm
- Secure zip-top fastening
- Internal zip pocket and two slip pockets

Black

Hobo

ANASTASIA CLASSIC | Hobo in SILVER 

RRP  £99

CLASSIC

NEW 
AW 22 / 23 

STYLE

Silver

mailto:contact%40lappella.com?subject=
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ANASTASIA

Anastasia is a very popular bag as it’s compact yet highly 
functional. The Anastasia weave bags have a smooth leather 
on the reverse and a weave design on the front. The thick strap 
makes it very comfortable to wear and the detachable strap 
makes it easy to convert into a crossbody bag. It is secured 
with a zip at the top and has an internal zip pocket and two slip 
pockets for storage.

Dimensions

H 28 x W 28 x D 10 cm

Material

Ultra-soft top grain Valentino leather 

Details

- Weave leather design on front, smooth 
leather on reverse

- Additional long adjustable removable 
crossbody strap

- Handle drop 27 cm
- Secure zip-top fastening
- Internal zip pocket and two slip pockets

Black

Navy

Hobo

ANASTASIA WEAVE | Hobo in TAN 

Tan

RRP  £99

WEAVE

mailto:contact%40lappella.com?subject=
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Dimensions

H 28 x W 28 x D 10 cm

Material

Ultra-soft top grain Valentino leather 

Details

- Handle drop 27 cm
- Additional long adjustable removable 

crossbody strap
- Secure zip-top fastening
- Internal zip pocket and two slip pockets

Leopard Cow hair

ANASTASIA  

The Anastasia Weave is transformed into a bold statement  
bag with this eye catching silky ‘hair on’ leopard and  
cow hair design.

ANASTASIA ANIMAL | Hobo in LEOPARD 

RRP  £99

ANIMAL
Hobo

mailto:contact%40lappella.com?subject=
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GEORGIA  

New for Spring Summer this bowling bag has piped grab 
handles that are beautiful to look at and very easy to hold. 
The handles have been designed to be longer so the bag can 
be used over your shoulder if desired. The top is easy to open 
with secure curved zip which gives great access to the internal 
zipped compartment, two slip pockets and a zip pocket. If you 
struggle to find things in your handbag the Georgia will work 
really well for you and it also has a zip pocket on the reverse 
and metal feet to prevent scuffing.

Tan

Camel

Morning  
Blue

Navy Navy 
Croc

Black

Dimensions

H 25 x W 33 x D 13 cm

Material

Ultra-soft top grain Valentino leather 

Details

- Internal central zipped compartment
- Internal zip pocket and two slip pockets
- Wide opening for easy access
- Long sturdy carrying handles
- Zip pocket on reverse
- Sturdy metal “feet” to extend wear
- Handle drop 20 cm

Bowling Bag

GEORGIA | Bowling Bag in TAN 

RRP  £99

Black 
Croc

NEW

NEW

NEW 
AW 22 / 23 
COLOURS

Oxblood
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Dimensions

H 31 x W 35 x D 15 cm

Material

Ultra-soft top grain Valentino leather 

Details

- Secure flap over bag
- Front zipped and slide in pocket inside
- Internal zip pocket containing internal zip 

pocket and two slip pockets
- Magnetic closure
- Zip pocket on reverse
- Long detachable adjustable strap

Black Weave Black

Navy Weave

LAYLA  

Layla is the perfect bag to keep everything organized. It is a 
wide bag that when opened via the leather lined flap has a lot of 
pockets to keep everything where you can find it. The pockets 
include a front zipped and slide in pocket, internal zip pocket 
with zip and two slip pockets and there’s a zip pocket on the 
reverse. The flap shuts with a magnet and the shoulder strap 
can be adjusted to be used cross body if needed.

LAYLA | Organiser Bag in BLACK

RRP  £99Organiser Bag

Tan Weave

NEW
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Dimensions

H 33 x W 40 x D 15 cm

Material

Ultra-soft top grain Valentino leather

Details

- Wide adjustable shoulder strap 
- Handle drop 35 cm
- Secure zip-top fastening
- Internal zip pocket and two slip pockets

EMILY  

Emily is a large comfortable hobo bag with a wide carrying 
strap and a casual slouchy design. There’s a lot of room inside 
with an internal zip pocket and two slip pockets and the bag is 
secured with a zip top. The side panel is constructed using in an 
ultra-smooth contrasting leather for a very stylish finish.

Hobo

EMILY | Hobo in BLACK

Black

RRP  £99

Tan
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Dimensions

H 26 x W 31 x D 15 cm

Material

Ultra-soft top grain Valentino leather

Details

- Wide adjustable shoulder strap with elegant 
“O” rings

- Handle drop 25 cm
- Magnetic fastening for security
- Secure zip-top fastening
- Internal central zipped compartment
- Internal zip pocket and two slip pockets
- Metal studs on base to prolong wear

Black Tan

Navy

SARAH | Hobo in TAN 

SARAH  

The Sarah hobo is a large bag with a wide strap attached  
to beautiful ‘O’ rings to make the bag both stunning and very 
comfortable on your shoulder. There is also an option to  
use a detachable cross body strap. For security there’s a zip 
top fastening and a magnetic fastening. Inside there’s a central 
zipped compartments an internal zip pocket and two  
slip pockets. On the base the Sarah has metal studs to  
prevent scuffing.

Hobo

Oxblood

RRP  £99
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Dimensions

H 33 x W 33 x D 16 cm

Material

Ultra-soft top grain Valentino leather 

Details

- Sturdy adjustable top carrying handle
- Handle drop 14 cm
- Removable adjustable crossbody strap 
- Magnetic button for extra security
- Internal zip pocket and two slip pockets

TALLULAH  

The Tallulah bucket bag has a single sturdy top carrying handle 
with a removable adjustable cross body strap. You open it 
smoothly using the drawstring and can use the internal zip 
pocket and two slip pockets for your keys, phone and purse.  
A magnetic button adds extra security.

Bucket Bag

TALLULAH | Bucket Bag in TAN 

Black

RRP  £99

Tan
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Dimensions

H 33 x W 28 x D 10 cm

Material

Ultra-soft top grain Valentino leather

Details

- Adjustable shoulder straps
- Sliding lock closure
- Grab handle
- Handle drop 12 cm
- Hidden zip-top fastening
- Internal zip pocket and two slip pockets
- Zip pocket on reverse
- Side magnetic buttons for added security

EMMA  

The Emma backpack is perfect to be hands free and has 
comfortable adjustable shoulder straps and a sliding lock 
closure. There’s a handle on the top if your need to grab and go 
and inside there’s an internal zip pocket and two slip pockets. 
There’s also a hidden zip top fastening under the flap and slip 
pocket on the reverse of the bag. The side magnetic buttons 
can be used to make the bag look sleeker or expand if you are 
carrying additional items.

Backpack

EMMA | Backpack in TAN 

Black

RRP  £129

Tan
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Dimensions

H 28 x W 37 x D 16 cm

Material

Ultra-soft top grain Valentino leather

Details

- Handle drop 10 cm 
- Adjustable shoulder strap
- Secure zip-top fastening
- Internal central zipped compartment
- Internal zip pocket and two slip pockets
- Leather “feet” on base to prolong wear

Black

Navy

ANNA  

The Anna weave shopper has sturdy twin handles to grab and 
go and is also large enough to have a central internal zipped 
compartment split into three sections for your phone, tablet 
and keys etc. There is also an option to carry the bag cross 
body with a comfortable cross body strap. Inside there’s also 
an internal zip pocket and two slip pockets. Leather feet on the 
base prevent scuffing of this beautiful bag.

Weave Shopper

ANNA | Weave Shopper in BLACK

Tan

RRP  £129
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Dimensions

H 29 x W 39 x D 13 cm

Material

Ultra-soft top grain Valentino leather 

Details

- Adjustable carrying handles
- Handle drop 38 cm 
- Secure zip-top fastening
- Internal zip pocket and two slip pockets

Black

Navy

AMELIA  

A large shoulder bag in a beautiful weave design, this bag has 
clean lines and smart appearance with adjustable carrying 
handles suitable for wearing on your shoulder or cross body. 
The Amelia has a secure zip top fastening and has an internal 
zip pocket and two slip pockets.

Weave  
Shoulder Bag

Tan

RRP  £129

AMELIA | Weave Shoulder Bag in TAN 
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ATHENA  

This gorgeous tote is classy and stylish .With a spacious interior, 
internal zip and slip pockets and a handy side pockets this bag 
will carry your belongings all day long. It can be worn over the 
shoulder or by the two carry handles ,which are adjustable 
providing extra comfort.

Dimensions

H 25 x W 35 x D 15 cm

Material

Ultra -soft top grain Valentino leather 

Details

- Handle drop 20 cm
- Adjustable carrying straps
- Internal zip pocket and two slip pockets
- Large internal capacity
- Two side pockets
- Zip top closure
- Metal studs on base to prolong wear

ATHENA | Tote  in TAN

RRP  £129

NEW 
AW 22 / 23 

STYLE

Tote

Black Tan

Navy Black 
Croc
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Dimensions

H 27 x W 41 x D 14 cm

Material

Ultra-soft top grain Valentino leather 

Details

- Handle drop 19 cm 
- Removable adjustable crossbody strap
- Metal studs on base to prolong wear
- Secure zip-top fastening
- Internal central zipped compartment
- Internal zip pocket and two slip pockets
- Accommodates up to 14” laptop 
- Back zipped pocket

Black

OxbloodNavy

KIERA  

The Kiera tote is a beautiful investment bag to carry you 
through all the seasons with elegance. It has classic piped grab 
handles, a detachable cross body strap, lots of space for your 
belongings including an internal central zipped compartment 
and a zip pocket and two slip pockets. It accommodates up to a 
14” laptop and has a back zipped pocket and metal studs on the 
base to prevent any scuffing.

Tote

KIERA | Tote in BLACK 

Tan

RRP  £129
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Dimensions

H 30 x W32 x D 10 cm

Material

Ultra-soft top grain Valentino leather 

Details

- Strong carrying handles
- Secure zip top closure
- Internal central zipped compartment
- Internal zip pocket and two slip pockets
- Elegant design
- Long detachable adjustable shoulder strap 
- Zip pocket on reverse
- Handle drop 17 cm

ISABELLA  

Brand new for spring summer and stocked in six colours this 
woven leather shopper is very stylish. It has strong carrying 
handles, a long detachable adjustable shoulder strap,  
an internal central zipped compartment, a secure zip top 
closure and an internal zip pocket and two slip pockets. On the 
reverse of the bag is another zip pocket. This makes the Isabella 
the perfect choice to be practical enough for everyday use 
whilst still making you feel very special.

Shopper

RRP  £129

Black Mint  
Green

PearlCamel

Blush

Morning  
Blue

ISABELLA | Shopper in MORNING BLUE

NEW 
AW 22 / 23 
COLOURS

Smoke 
Grey

NEW
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Dimensions

H 24 x W37 x D 13 cm

Material

Ultra-soft top grain Valentino leather 

Details

- Strong carrying handles
- Secure zip top closure
- Internal central zipped compartment
- Internal zip pocket and two slip pockets
- Elegant design
- Long detachable adjustable shoulder strap 
- Zip pocket on reverse
- Handle drop 17 cm

OLIVIA  

The Olivia tote is a large roomy bag with an internal central 
zipped compartment and a secure zip top closure. It sports 
beautifully designed, curved handles attached with stunning 
‘O’ rings and a long detachable cross body strap. It also has  
an internal zip pocket and two slip pockets and a zip pocket on 
the reverse.

OLIVIA | Tote in TAN

 RRP  £129Tote

Black

Navy Tan
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Dimensions

H 25 x W 38 x D 12 cm

Material

Ultra-soft top grain Valentino leather 

Details

- Adjustable grab handles
- Handle drop 15 cm 
- Removable adjustable crossbody strap
- Secure zip-top fastening
- Internal central zipped compartment
- Internal zip pocket and two slip pockets
- Leather “feet” on base to prolong wear

Black

Navy

CHARLOTTE  

The Charlotte bag is designed to be an easy everyday bag 
with a relaxed weave design, adjustable grab handles and 
a removable, adjustable cross body strap. Inside there is an 
internal central zipped compartment sectioned into three,  
a zip pocket and two slip pockets. On the top of the bag there’s 
secure zip to fasten and on the bottom there are leather feet to 
prevent scuffing.

Weave Tote

CHARLOTTE | Weave Tote in BLACK

Tan

RRP  £139
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PURSES
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Dimensions

H 8 x W 12 x D 2.5 cm

Material

Butter soft Valentino leather

Details

- Zip round purse
- 4 credit card pockets
- 4 extra internal pockets
- 2 gusseted pockets
- Hard wearing light coloured striped lining 

for easy visibility

EVA  

The cutest of purses its perfect to accommodate all your change, 
keys and credit cards. Although small it has lots of internal pockets 
and secured by a zip across the top. There are lots of beautiful 
colours to choose from to match any handbag or outfit.

EVA | Small Purse in PEARL

RRP  £22.50Small Purse

Black  
Croc

Camel

Pearl

BlackMorning  
Blue

Blush GoldSilver

Brown  
Croc

Black 
Snake

NEW
Brown 
Snake

NEW NEW

NEW

Navy Smoke 
Grey

NEW
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Dimensions

H 10 x W 15 x D 2.5 cm

Material

Butter soft Petra leather

Details

- Zip round purse
- 9 interior card pockets
- Central gusseted zip pocket 
- 2 gusseted pockets
- Additional slip pocket
- Slip pocket on reverse

ELISIA  

The smaller version of Emilia. Use it when going out with your 
crossbody and have limited space. It still has lots of room with 
two internal pockets, zipped and slip pockets and nine credit 
card pockets.

Medium Purse

Tan

Oxblood

RRP  £27.50

Black Navy

Silver

Morning  
Blue

Camel

Blush

Black 
Croc

NEW
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Tan

Dimensions

H 10 x W 17 x D 3 cm

Material

Butter soft Petra leather 

Details

- Flap over purse with press stud closure
- 9 interior card pockets
- Internal zip pocket and open pocket
- 3 additional interior slip pockets
- Slip pocket on reverse

Black

MIMI  

Smart and classy you’ll get noticed when out with friends with 
this purse. You will be super organised with lots of space for 
your cards, cash, tickets, receipts and other essentials.

Medium Purse RRP  £32.50
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Dimensions

H 10 x W 20 x D 2 cm

Material

Butter soft Petra leather

Details

- Zip round purse
- 6 interior card pockets
- Central gusseted zip pocket 
- 2 gusseted pockets
- 2 slip pockets

EMILIA  

This purse oozes Sophistication! With numerous credit card 
pockets, space for coins, tickets and receipts and all your other 
essentials you will never lose anything again with this classy zip 
round purse.

Large Purse

EMILIA | Large Purse in BLACK

Tan

Oxblood

RRP  £37.50

Black

Navy

Silver

Morning  
Blue

NEW

Camel

NEW

NEW
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CREDIT CARD HOLDERS
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Black  
Croc

H 8 x W 10 cm 

Material

Butter soft Petra leather

Details

- 6 credit card pockets
- Internal slide in pocket for extra cards 

or notes
- Handy slimline design
- Lightweight

STELLA  

This lightweight slimline credit card holder fits perfectly in  
a handbag or pocket. With space for 6 or 7 credit cards plus  
a folded note it’s a handy item to carry when out with friends  
or on the move. Lots of colours to choose from to match  
your bag.

Credit Card Holder
8 pack

STELLA | Credit Card Holders in ALL COLOURWAYS

RRP   £12.50 each

Black

Navy

Tan

Oxblood

Dimensions
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BELTS
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VICTORIA  

Slim and stylish this belt will add a touch of class to your 
favourite dress, skirt or jeans.

Navy

Black

Brown

SAIRA  

With a smart solid buckle and understated chic design this 
 jeans belt will add a finishing touch to your favourite pair of 
jeans or trousers.

Navy

Black

Brown

Dimensions

Width 2.5 cm, thickness 3 mm 

Material

Cowhide

Sizing

Small - size 8-10 (27-29” waist)

Medium - size 12-14 (30-32” waist)

Large - size 16-18 (33-36” waist)

Dimensions

Width 3.5 cm, thickness 3 mm 

Material

Cowhide

Sizing

Small - size 8-10 (27-29” waist)

Medium - size 12-14 (30-32” waist)

Large - size 16-18 (33-36” waist)

RRP   £19.50 each

RRP   £22 each

Jeans Belt
4 Pack

Dress Belt
4 Pack

Gold

Silver

Gold

Silver
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MELISSA  

A classic but cool and sophisticated look which can be worn 
with any outfit.

Leopard

Dimensions

Width 3 cm, thickness 3 mm 

Material

Cowhide

Sizing

Small - size 8-10 (27-29” waist)

Medium - size 12-14 (30-32” waist)

Large - size 16-18 (33-36” waist)

FRANCESCA  

This belt makes a statement that you are unique and like to be 
noticed. It oozes style!

Animal Print Belt 
4 Pack

NavyBlack

Brown

Dimensions

Width 3 cm, thickness 3 mm

Material

Cowhide

Sizing

Small - size 8-10 (27-29” waist)

Medium - size 12-14 (30-32” waist)

Large - size 16-18 (33-36” waist)

Buckle can be adjusted to any size as  
no fixed holes

RRP   £23.50 each

RRP   £23.50 each

Weave Belt
4 Pack
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MILA  

This elegant, stylish croc belt will add sophistication to  
any outfit.

Navy

Dimensions

Width 3 cm, thickness 3 mm 

Material

Cowhide

Sizing

Small - size 8-10 (27-29” waist)

Medium - size 12-14 (30-32” waist)

Large - size 16-18 (33-36” waist)

MARTA  

Add a luxurious and sophisticated look to any outfit with this 
snake print belt.

Black

Brown

RRP   £22 each

Navy 
Croc

Black 
Croc

Brown 
Croc

Dimensions

Width 3 cm, thickness 3 mm 

Material

Cowhide

Sizing

Small - size 8-10 (27-29” waist)

Medium - size 12-14 (30-32” waist)

Large - size 16-18 (33-36” waist)

RRP   £22 each

Snake Belt
4 Pack

Croc Belt
4 Pack
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LAPPELLA Ltd 
1 Wales Lane, Barton Under Needwood
Staffordshire DE13 8JF LAPPELLA.COM

ALICIA | Crossbody Bag in SMOKE GREY

07973 115 826 
contact@lappella.com




